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November Meeting Info

November 4, 2003
AT THE HARPETH HILLS
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Dan Cranor will demonstrate
Spindle Turning, the tools
used, shsrpening and set-up
for making a 3 legged stool.
There will also be a thorough
discussion of the 2004
Symposium, where input and
ideas will be requested from
all members. So please plan to
attend, so your voice can be
heard!

Volume II Number 9

November 2003
Website Webmaster - to take
over the website maintenance

Deryl Duer

Monthly Meeting Coordinator to arrange for setup of room and
cleanup of room after meetings
Social Event Coordinator - to
organize club social events
PR Coordinator - to be sure that
all club functions and special
events are publicized in local
newspapers

A Message From
the President:

Well, it is
November
already, and it
seems like a
good time for
returning to
the shop for a
rest and relax- 2003 TAW
7,.,.. „
., ,
President
ation from all oeiyl Duer
of the activities of summer. For all of you who
missed our October turning event,
I hope that you will try to attend
our next Saturday club woodtuming event in January. Due to the
very small attendance at the
October Saturday event, I am not
planning to have another Saturday
event until after the holidays. I
hope in January that we have a
larger turnout from both our experienced turners and our new club
members. If there is no interest in
continuing these Saturday turning
sessions, I hope that the club will
let me know at the November
meeting.
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Topics for Discussion at the
November meeting ..
A call for volunteers foj":

li

Video Coordinator - someone
who will be responsible for coordinating the video taping the
monthly meeting, and who will
have VMS copies of the demonstrations made from the monthly
tapes
I encourage all of our club members with special skills or extra
time, to step forward and volunteer. I believe that there are many
things that we can be doing to
increase and improve the awareness of our club in Nashville, and
on a national level.
I hope to see you all at our next
meeting!
Safety Oasses or a Face Shield are
'Required Equipment' when operating a woodtuming lathe or any tool
Remember to practice safety at ail
timesi

Christmas Tree
Ornament
Charity Effort 2003

by Joseph Voda
I have offered to coordinate the
annual "TAW Christmas
Ornaments for Children", taking
over for Ray, who is spread his
volunteer efforts to another cause,
this year. I trust you will remember that at the last meeting
(August [?] ), Deryl asked that
each member contribute 2 ornaments to this project. This means
that if everyone on this mailiiig list
provided two ornaments, we have
a potential minimum sale of
$1600.00! This would be a nice
donation to the Tennessee Baptist
Children's Home - our club's project.
But wait, there's more!
I have been told that some ornaments are to be priced at $15 or
$20.00, depending on their style.
That could push the donation
toward, if not over, $2000.00!
Since I am completely green to
this project, I would like to get
your help, as soon as possible. I
would like to start gathering the
ornaments at the October meeting.
Please bring them in a box (?)
identified with your name. We will
want to recognize each contributor
with the proper credit in our minutes.
So, if you have never turned an
ornament, let me give you some
encouragement: neither had I until
last Thursday. Not all ornaments
have to be hollow. I made my first
ornament of very dry red oak,
between centers. This was not the
best of woods and a chuck would
have made it easier, but I added to
my knowledge of wood, tools,
design and technique in a short
time! Please give it a try.
Thanks, in advance, to you all,
Joseph
The Tennessee Turner

Recent Passing of Two Long Tip Of the Month: Turning
Time TAW Members - Bob the Bottom of a Bowl
Smith & Burton Fielder

During the month of October, we
saw two of our long standing
members pass away. Both were
fine gentlemen and friends to
many in our membership.
Burton Fielder was 92 years old
and one of the founding members.
He was a teacher and mentor to
Marvin Smotherman, who was a
close friend for many years.
Bob Smith was an active member
of the Association for many years
as well, who enjoyed attending the
meetings and of course turning.
Both of these members will be
missed by many. Our thoughts
and prayers are with their families
and friends.

2004 Symposium Planning

Over the last 2 months the TAW
board of Directors have been
meeting to plan the 2004 symposium. We are currently at the
point where we need to begin
inviting the demonstrators for our
event.
At the November meeting, we will
be reviewing the list and voting on
the various demonstrators. We
will probalby have to get our list
trimmed to about 8-10 so we can
then issue invitations and see who
confirms their acceptance.
We need to have a few extra
names available in case there are
conflicts or declines from those
people we have chosen to invite.
So, please be at the November
meeting to participate in the discussion and voting for om 2004
Symposium demonstrators.
We also hope to have additional
information about the planned
venue and other exciting things to
cover.
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The simplest way to finish turn the
bottom of a bowl is to plan ahead
and leave a little waste wood on
the bottom, then turn it off as the
final step. You need to reverse the
bowl and hold it between centers
to do this. Make a padded insert
(basically just a block of wood 4"
or 5" in diameter with rounded
edges) to fit inside the bowl on the
headstock end and hold the bowl
against it with the tailstock. The
bowl will be powered by friction
only, so take light cuts as you
whittle away the remaining bit
of wood on the bottom. You won't
be able to get it all, but the last
little stub under the tail center is
easy to remove with a knife or
Dremel.
There are lots of other methods of
holding the bowl reversed so you
can work on the bottom, some
you can make yourself, some are
expensive, and like everything else
in life they each have their advantages and disadvantages. That's a
big topic, but this is a quick and
easy way to get started, and many
people use it exclusively.
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Instant GaUery
photos by Ray Sandusky

1
A small Walnut bowl on a metal base

Randy Miles with a Cherry Bowl he made on his
Nova 3000 - he now can make pieces larger than
10 " in diameter!

John Lucas displayed these
ornaments as well as many
other items.

Mike Zinser exhibited his first
bowl - it was made during a class
with Nick Cook in Atlanta.

Ray Sandusky points to a bullet
that was embedded in the side
Brevard Haines made a fluted bowl
"^^""Sar Maple lidded jar he
that showed some new techniques. made last month.
The Tennessee Turner
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, James Haddon displayed a Cherry
bowl with a Hi-Gloss finish he
acheived with WaterLox

^^^^^^^ ^.^^ ^ ^^^^
^^^^ ^^^^
^^^^.^.^^ ^^^^^
andfigure.
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Demonstration Report Jobn Lucas - Turning
Tagua Nuts

is to cut plugs and inlay them ito
the sides of a Chirstmas
Ornament. The one h<; displayed
during the demo was absolutely
Words & Photos by Ray Sandusky
beautiful! It had 8 round insets
John Lucas conducted a demon- with a captive ring and inlayed
stration on turning Tagua Nuts and rings on the top and the bottom.
using them to make ornament
The picture, below, gives and idea
parts or as inlays for other ornaments. This was one of the most
interesting demonstrations we
have had since it dealt with a
unique material and John showed

but does not provide the same
experience as it would in person.
In addition to this omaiment, John
had a number of other miniture
items he displayed in a shadow
box of other Tagua Nut items he
us the many ways a Tagua Nut
could be used to enhance our turn- made.
ings.
John gave a detailed explanation
of the origin of the Tagua Nut, its
hardness and its ability to take fine
detail and not deteriorate with time
and exposure to light. It seems
that this natural material is similar
in many ways to ivory in that it is
a creamy white color, very dense
and carvability. The only issue is
the internal voids that exits in a
radial pattern from the core.
These voids can be avoided by not
cutting too close to the center of
he displayed and discussed
the nut. John tried to shoe us the allAfter
of his experiences with the
anatomy of these nuts by slicing material,
John began the demonthem on his handsaw. He glued
stration
part
of the program. He
the nut to a waste block first for
began the demonstration by
safety!
mounting the nut on his mini-lathe
between centers and rough turning
John gave a detailed explanation
the piece. This is just like a piece
on his particular uses for these
of wood, but the shavings are very
nuts. One of the most unique
fine and come off in long strings.
things he does with the Tagua Nut John used a spindle gouge to
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rough out the nut. Once the rough
turning was accomplished, John
parted off the headstock end and
mounted the nut on a waste block
using CA glue. It was not important that the work piec be exactly
centered, but getting close is - as

there is not much material to work
with here!
John used his spindle gouge to
turn the desired shape on the nut,
then drilled the center out so he
could hollow out the interior. In
the picture below, John is using a
homemade hooked scraper to
insert into the drill hole for hollowing. It is important to note that

care must be observed when hollowing as you can break the nut or
tear it off the waste block.
This demonstration was fun and
interesting - Thank you John for
taking the time to prepare and
present. Next month's demonstrator is Dan Cranor - Spindles
November 2003

Tips on Grinders and
GrindingfromOne Way

By Kevin Clay - Oneway Mfg.
When One Way recommends a
3450 rpm grinder compared to a
1725 rpm grinder we have many
reasons.

Grinders typically suffer from a
couple of problems. The first is
out of balance wheels. All grinding wheel are out of balance to
some degree, running a grinder at
half speed will cut the vibration
in half. We feel a better option is
to balance the wheels, which is
why we make a wheel balancer.
The second problem grinding
wheels have is being out of round.
Dressing with a diamond will help
make the wheels almost round but
never really round. If you remember the Del Stubbs video which is
one of the first videos pushing half
speed grinders, he dresses with a
star dresser, this is a terrible way
to try to make a wheel round.
Running a grinder at half speed
cuts bouncing of your tool in half,
we feel it is a better solution to
make the wheels round with a
properly guided diamond dresser.
Grinding wheels can also grind
very aggresively if not dressed
properly. Again the solution is not
to reduce the wheel speed to slow
them down but to dress them properly so they behave as they should.
Overheating is not such a problem
for high speed steel tools. If you
are grinding by hand it is very
easy to lift the bevel off the wheel
and flash a lot of heat into the cutting edge. Using a jig stops this,
any heat generated is dissipated by
The Tennessee Turner

the whole length of the bevel and
by spreading the pressure over the
whole bevel. You also remove a
lot less metal, removing less metal
generates less heat. When I regrind
a gouge (not shaping just sharpening) I can hold the tip of the tool
in my hand after grinding without Tool Rest
any burning.
The tool rest is a simple piece 4" x
4" X 6". The 6" dimension matches
distance from the base to the
The best comparison I can give is the
center
of the grinding wheel. Start
that if your car was shaking on the by squaring
off one end of the
highway and you took it to the
block (the bottom of the block)
garage and the mechanic told you and making sure the sides are
and parallel. Next cut the
to just drive at 30 mph you'd think square
20 degree angle in the other end of
he was nuts. I have only used a
the block (this is considered to be
slow speed grinder once and I just the top). The total height of this
block should match the height
found it annoyingly slow.
from the workbench to the center
of the grinding wheel (in this case
6").
Build Your Own Turning
The next step is to bore a 1 1/16"
Tool Rest and Grinding Jig hole
through the block. The center
By Larry Gawne
of this hole should be 1 1/4" from
One of the hardest, and most frus- the bottom of the block.
trating, things that you have to do
as a woodworker is sharpen chis20
els. This seemingly simple task
soon becomes one of the dreaded
_ obs that you try to avoid for as
ong as possible. The problem is
that sharpening your chisels prop-r - -t
erly is difficult, and not sharpening
j l 1/4"
them properly affects the quality
of your work dramatically. The
HIT'.
sharpening fixture is a great time
(and money) saver while produc- The next step depends on your
ing for the beginning turner a per- brand of grinder. In this particular
case, the grinder had a protruding
fect cutting edge every time.
casting at the bottom of the grinding wheel housing. This meant that
Construction
the tool rest coulmi't be positioned
enough to the grinder. To
Tools required: Drill, saw, sander, close
overcome this problem, bore two 1
router
1/2" diameter holes on the back
Wood required: Maple (or any
surface
of the tool rest, drilling to
other scrap hardwood)
a depth of 1 1/2". Then chisel out
the wood between these two holes
Description
D4" W
to make an oblong slot that will go
4" L7"
Tool rest block
around
the casting on the grinder.
Guide block
2i/2" 3" 3"
Cover plate
3/4" 21/2" 3"
The tool rest is now finished and
Clamp disc
13/8" 13/8" 1/2" should be sanded down.
Vee tool rest
2" 21/2" 21/2"
Dowel
1" 1" 36"
Clamp Block
To make it easier to comprehend,
This piece offered some interestwe have split this project into a
ing design challenges. As a result,
number of distinct parts that are
you willnotice that the photo of
assembled together at the end.
5
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the unit differs slightly from the
design below. This is because with
the clamping knob on top (as in
the original designj, the knob
sometimes got in tne way and prevented short chisels from sitting
flat on the tool rest.

T

1 1/2"
/

I 1/2"

I

Cover Plate
TNul

/
r

I

+

-^1 l/4"-»— t 1/2"

Drill a 1 1/16" diameter hole
through the clamp block. The center ofthis hole should be 1 1/4"
from the bottom of the block (as
with the tool rest above) and 1
1/2" from the left hand side (in
other words, in the center of the
block).
Next, drill a 1 1/2" hole perpendicular to the above hole (see diagram). This hole should be drilled
to a depth of 1 1/4" so that it
breaks through into the previous
hole that was drilled. This new
hole will accommodate the clamping disc, which is tightened
against the main dowel (which
runs through the 1 1/16" hole),
thus clamping the block into place.

Clamp Block Cover Plate
The clarrm block cover is a 3/4" x
2 1/2" X 3" piece of hardwood or
plywood. Drill a hole to receive
the 1/4" - 20 "T" nut for the clamp
screw to work in. It is best to spot
face a area so the "T" nut is flush
with the surface. When this is
done, it is time to assemble the
clamping block.
To do this, screw a pan head screw
into the "T", dropping the clamping disc into the hole (metal insert
up) and then attach the cover plate
to the base block with screws.
Vee Block Tool Rest
This piece presented some challenges on how to make it. The best
approach is to start with a larger
piece of 4 X 4 stock left over from
the tool rest and then cut it to the
final dimensions at the end.
'—2 i/2r—

-.1 1/4'*'

m
LJ

1

1/4'

Drill a 1/2" diameter hole to
receive the narrow end of the
dowel. This is drilled 1/2" up and
on the center of the Vee (see diagram).
Finally, cut the 45 degree comers
off the back of the block and then
sand the back radius for appearance.
Dowel Rod Guide
The first step is to narrow down
the last 1 1/4" of the dowel to a
1/2" radius. The easiest way to do
this is with a lathe, but you can get
adequate results by using a knife
to whittle it down, then sanding to
a smooth shape. Once you have
done this, cut off the end 1/4" so
that you have a 1/2" diameter
tenon that is 1" long.
The dowel has one flat side which
is the result of shaving off 1/8" of
the dowel. This can either be done
on a table saw or by using a planer
(be it a machine or by hand).
Once this is done, glue the dowel
into the Vee block, ensuring that
the flat on the dowel is perpendicular to the flat Vee pocket (the
side of the Vee that your handle is
on).

Putting it all together
Final assembly consists of mounting the tool rest and clamp block
assembly to the plywood base for
the grinder. Special attention
should be given to assure that the
centerline of the dowel is aligned
with the center of the grinding
wheel and perpendicular to the
axis of the grinding wheel. Both
these pieces were attached with
Clamping Disc
wood screws from undemeath the
plywood base plate. Finally, mount
The clamping disc is a 1 3/8"
grinder and you are in busidiameter by 1/2" long disc. After To cut the Vee pocket make up a your
cutting this to shape, roughly rout router jig by making a internal 90 ness.
out a I" diameter area in the mid- degree comer in a piece of 1/4"
Turning and sharpening are
dle of it to a depth of 1/16". Then, plywood. Each leg of the 90
two equal sides to the craft of
take a thin metal disc and glue it degree comer should be about 8"
long. Clamp this jig to the stock at woodtuming. Sharp tools are
into this routed out area (the
a 45 degree angle and rout down
knockout tabs from an electrical
needed for good results. If
box are ideal for this). The reason the Vee pocket to a depth of 1".
you
need assistance in learning
Next,
cut
the
block
to
its
final
for doing this is to provide a solid
dimension of 2 1/2" x 2" x 1/2".
metal surface that won't yield
to sharpen tools, just ask
when the unit is tightened.
another TAW member!

The Tennessee Turner
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Musings By Arch
(When space permits, I would like
to include some of the writing of
this gentleman from the Internet
New Group - rec.crafts.woodtuming. Arch often posts some
insightful and humourous comments and makes the topic of
woodtuming a bit more amusing
and interesting for many.)
Learning to Sharpen Tools and
Turn Wood
Several times in months past I
started to add some personal
thoughts to threads about teaming
sharpening and tuming techniques.
My musings didn't quite seem
appropriate or else seemed 'out of
step' with the thrust of the thread,
so my erase button spared you
until now. I am a poor dancer, just
ask my wife. I believe this is partially due to my having to leam
the one, two, three—slide of the
box step in my youth.
You can substitute playing shortstop, driving a car, sailing a sloop,
and also woodtuming for dancing.
What I'm trying to say is that
sharpening and tuming are 'fluid'
techiques, analog not digital,
smooth not ratcheted, ie. a waltz
not a one, a two, a three tic toe.
I'm not advocating that the tool
should be waved about indiscriminately, but I do wonder if, like my
dancing, beginning turners are to a
degree impeded by rigid stepped
instmctions: place the tool on the
rest, ride the bevel, lift the handle,
lead the flute and so on. I suppose
that for most, this leads to the time
when with experience, the tuming
is a fluid motion without any
recognition of the 'steps'. I wonder
if teaching beginners to start with
unstructured graceful movements,
and very little advice, just do it
with all the attendant catches
might be helpful. Kind of self
taught but with enough modem
guidance to avoid makng the same
mistakes over and over.
Blasphemy?
The Tennessee Turner

Maybe the choice of not using a
sharpening jig could follow a similar leaming curve. I believe that
sharpening of the tools is too
much a part of woodtuming to be
thought a necessary, unpleasant
ancillary chore with no inherent
satisfactions. Lathe & grinder
should probably be a hyphenated
word. I have sharpening jigs, but
they aren't magic for me or likely
I'm not competent to use them. I
enjoy using my old carbon steel
tools that require frequent tuming
around to the grinder. For me,
it's part of making the object. I
thirik that the present poor repute
of now obsolete carbon steel tools
was partly their poor design, not
poor steel. My Sorby and early
Buck Bro's carbons cut well, most
of my old 'no name cheapies'
don't. Of course, I have and use
high speed and powdered steel
tools of modem design. Who
wouldn't? I know I should and I'm
embarrassed not to, what with
every authority I admire insisting
that I must. I made a 'wolverine'
too. It just got in my way, so I
bought a real one. Same results
and it's back in the box. So proper
use of a jig requires know how
same as does free hand. I don't
enjoy using a sharpening jig for
about the same reason 1 wouldn't
enjoy using a compound rest,
cross slide and longitudinal feed.
They are necssities for proper
applications, I tum wood for fun
not bread, and the fun includes
sharpening. What is my point in
all this. Maybe there isn't any.
Maybe it's high class n:oUing.
Perhaps ego repairing. Or maybe
I'm simply trying to justify my
mediocre turnings and dull edged
tools.Arch

An Idea

While studying my textbook of
tuming equipment and ideas (aka
the Craft Supplies catalog) I
looked at lathes and lusted in my
heart for a VB36, Stubby,
Powermatic, Oneway, Woodfast,
or Vicmarc. However, I only tum
for recreation and personal satis7

faction and make no objects for
sale to giants. As with many of
you, I could afford one of these
beauties, but I grew up in the great
depression and subsequent hard
times. You baby boomers sigh and
roll your eyes, but we just can't
justify buying things we really
don't need. Of course, collecting
old lathes & tools is a real need,
isn't it?
Anyhow: Looking at the photos
of the Stubby and the N3K, I
thought to annoy & dismay our
machinists and engineers with
another armchair 'is it feasible?'.
I'd like to make my N3K into a
Stubble, or a Stumpy, or at least a
Stupefy, with its very own auxiliary bed, outboard extension and
tailstock parking lot. With a swivelling headstock, I won't try to
pivot the bed or paint it black just
yet, but maybe in the future should
a Stuppy Owners group become
active. What I'm musing about is
buying a 21" bed extension and
cutting it in half. Then machining
a 4"X12" piece of 5/8" steel plate
in several places for matching
locating pins and threaded bolts
along the plate's length. Bolt the
plate vertically to a _ very robust_
left front leg of the bench, ie. just
below the headstock front foot.
With the extension half and a long
tool post, my Stuppy would sport
adjustable increased capacity plus
access from the headstock side to
stock supported by the tailstock.
I'd use the other half of the extension, the one with the feet, to
make a free standing bed extension or maybe an outboard extension with support legs ala Oneway.
Will the bolts & pins support a
cantilevered 10.5" extension?
Does an auxiliary bed get in the
way? Can the N3K extension be
attached and removed easily? Can
the Stubby's? Does the N3K's
swivelling headstock already
accomplish these wonders and
make my musings moot? Why
don't I just buy a nice new Nova
outboard tool rest and be done
with it?
Arch
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225A Bowl Gouge Basics, John Jordan - Mike
Miller
08/07/01
225B Bowl Gouge Basics, John Jordan - D. Duer
227B John Jordan on Hollow Tuming & Texturing
See Gene Thomas if your name appears!
-DonnyHall 11/5/02
I Bowl Tuming, John Jordan
??????? 10/7/03 228B Pat Matranga on Platters — B. W. Swilley
5 Hollow Tuming, John Jordan — Charlie
12/03/02
McClendon
10/03/00
230A
Pat
Matranga on Closed Forms — Jay
6 Bowl Tuming, Del Stubbs - Tom Whitton 02/99
Richards
II Capsule Box, Ray Key - Gene Thomas 10/7/03 23 OC Pat Matranga on11/05/02
Closed Forms -Mike Miller
13 Tips for Tumers, David Ellsworth- Gene Thomas
08/07/01
10/7/03
Barriger on Tuming Green — B. W.
15 The Practice of Woodtuming, Mike Darlow - Rod 23 l A Dave
Swilley
12/03/02
Feger 2/1/00
23IB
Dave
Barriger
Tuming Green Wood —
16 The Practice of Woodtuming, Mike Darlow ~
Justin
Guthrie
06/04/02
-DanCaffey 12/7/99
236 Fundamentals of Sharpening, Jordan, Klein 17 Tuming Projects, Richard Raffan —Edward
Lyonel Gilmer 11/05/02
Taylor 10/7/03
246
Inside
Out Tuming, John Lucas — Kent Hall
19 Woodtuming Projects for Everyone Voll, ???
10/07/03
- Cliff Whitehead 2/4/03
247 T. Vandervort & C. Brothers Spirals — Mel
22 Bowl Tuming, John Jordan - Carrol Bishop
Dewitt 01/07/03
08/03/99
252
Simplified
Flutting, Al Caton —Brevard
23 Hollow Tuming, John Jordan —?????? 10/7/03
Hayes
10/07/03
26 Bowl Tuming, Del Stubbs — Kevin Hagan
254 Stoney Lamar Part 1 2001 Symp. - Brenda Stein
10/03/00
02/03/03
30 Finishing for Woodtumers, Chris Stott - Gene
253
Tool
Making, John Lucas
Jim Elliott
Thomas
10/7/03
10/07/03
31 Decorating Effects and Colouring, Chris Stott ~ 257 Thread Chasing, Mark StLedger - Steve Shores
Brevard Hayes
03/05/02
07/01/03
33 Skill Building Projects, Mark StLedger Glen
258
Thread
Chasing, Mark StLedger - Steve Shores
Emery 10/7/03
07/01/03
67 1997 AAW Symp/Instant Gallery & Tech - Don 1003 Spindle Tuming, Trenthon —John Bingham
Thompson 9/18/03
06/04/02
65/66 1996 A.A.W. Symposium — Merl Dewitt
1007
Woodtuming
Techniques — Mike Perry
2/3/03
02/06/01
71 1998 T.A.W Meeting, Marvin Smotherman 1009 Home Made Tools— Jim Elliott 10/07/03
Wendell Beckworth 10/7/03
1015A Green Bowls, Bobby Clemons Kevin Hagan
72-1 1998 A. A. W. Symp/Tuning Eqpt. -Mike
10/03/00
Perry 02/06/01
1021
OffCenter
Pens, Randy Trentham - Wendell
103 Understanding Wood, R. Bruce Hoadley - Stan
Beckworth
10/07/03
Walker 2/99
1027B
Ring
Holders
&
Oil Lamps, Bob Rosand 112 Woodtuming Wizardry, ?? - James Wheaton
Kent
Hall
10/07/03
10/7/03
Boxes, Bonnie Klein- Jay Richards
117 Adventures in Woodtuming, David Springett - 1028B Threaded
11/03/02
Louie Sterrett
1/10/00
To Make Tools and Why -Kenneth Rourk
121 Understanding Wood Finishes, Bob Flexner — 1040 How
06/04/02
John Dedmon
06/05/01
Simon Levy — Edward Taylor
128 Artistic Woodtuming, Dale Nish - Joy Barber 1051 Design,
10/07/03
08/06/02
200AChain Saw Fundamentals, Martin — Justin
If your name appears on this list, it means that you
Guthrie
6/4/02
have
a tape or book that is outstanding and overdue!
200B Chain Saw Fundamentals, Martin — Kevin
We
are
now charging late fees for any book or tape
Hagan 10/03/00
that
is
not
retumed on the due date.
207 Tuming Xmas Tree Ornaments, Rosand — Jay
Richards
11/3/02
have a book or tape to retum but will not be at
210A Green Bowls, Bobby Clemons - Brian Clarry Iftheyou
next
meeting, then pleae send it to me via the
2/5/02
address
that
appears on the front of this newsletter.
215B Christmas Tree Omaments, Jim Haddon DougSayden 12/03/02
224B Sharpening, Bobby Clemons — Kenneth Rourk Thank you.
3/4/03
November 2003
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OverDue Books and Tapes

Calendar of Events

ARROWMONT
Fall 2003 Classes End Nov 2
J. Campbell Folk School
Nov 2-8
THE JOY OF WOODTURNING Jim Leonard
Nov 16-21 MINI LATHE WOODTURNING (Sun-Fri) Mark St. Leger
Nov 21-23 TURNING CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS (Weekend) Bobby Clemons & Doug Barnes
Dec 7-13
FROM A LOG TO A FINISHED PIECE Doug Barnes
Appalachian Center For Crafts
Fall 2003 Classes End Nov 2
TACA
May 7-9 33rd Annual Tennessee Crafts Fair Centennial Park, Nashville

As Seen On the Internet

Compliled from posts on the reccrafts.woodturning newsgroup and other forums by Ray Sandusky

Q. I have some burls that I have gathered and they still have some bark beetles milling through them. They
have penetrated through the whole thing. I really want to tum them before they turn to dust. What should I
do to get rid of the bugs?
A. If you have smaller pieces, you can probably put the entire burl in a plastic bag and set off a 'bug bomb',
and close the bag up. A friend of mine tried this last method and it worked for him. Another way to deal with
the bugs is to put the entire piece into the microwave for a few minutes, be careful that there are no metal
objects embedded in the wood with the bugs!
Q. When you hold a bowl gauge with the flute facing the piece and cutting with the lower edge while the
upper edge is just shy of touching the piece, isn't that called shear scraping?
A. Yes, that is using the side-grind of a bowl gouge as a scraper.
You can also roll the gouge back to where it is riding on the bevel and taking a cut that is similar to that of a
skew chisel or a spindle gouge. These are a couple of the many things that make the side-grind bowl gouge
such a versatile tool.
You might find that your scrapers would also give a similar cut IF you sharpened them to the same angle as
that between the wall of the flute and the bevel on the bowl gouge. The reason we don't normally do this is
because these thin edges are for making light cuts. We usually want a more agressive tool that will remove
more wood faster.
You can check this out by using the sharp edge of a skew chisel as a scraper by holding it perpendicular to
the wood surface.
Q. When buffing using the Beall System, what can I do to keep from having the workpiece ripped from my
hands?
A. The thing you have to remember when buffing - always buff so that the rotation of the wheel goes off
any edge. The higher the speed, the more important this becomes - more kenetic energy involved.
SO, when I beal buff a bowl, with the buffing wheel tuming downward on the lathe relative to where I am
standing, I start in the middel of the side of the bowl and bufli"the bottom half, so that the rotation of the
wheel goes off the bottom. Then I tum the bowl over and buff from the middle to the lip.
One other thing that I do when applying wax (I seldom use the abrasive, since I already sand to 2000 grit, I
just apply wax), I apply the wax at a high speed - 1800-^ rpm. This supplies sufficient friction to melt the
Camuba. I then tum the speed down to about 750rpm and and buff the wax out. At 750rpm, the fabric wheel
is not so rigid, and will flow into coves, and will go over crisp edges without rounding tlaem over.
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The Tennessee Association of Woodturners is a local chapter of the
American Association of Woodturners. Our purpose is to provide
a meeting place for local turners to share ideas and techniques and
to educate the general public regarding the art of turning. The
TAW meets the first Tuesday of each month in Brentwood, TN and
periodically sponsors local exhibitions and demonstrations as well
as an annual symposium.

We meet the first
Tuesday of every month
at 7:00pm at the Harpeth
ffiUs Church of Christ
Map to Monthly Meeting
Location

Tennessee Association of Woodturners
Board of Directors:

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary/Newsletter
Librarian
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member

Deryl Duer
Gary Martin
Bill Gray
Ray Sandusky
Gene Thomas
Fred Takacs
Dave Collier
Randy Trentham
John Lucas
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